
More Soprano Pipistrelle Babies

“The difference between warblers and no warblers is very small,” American wildlife artist,
Francis Lee Jacques, 1887-1969

The difference between bats and no bats is very small – well perhaps not if you’re watching free tailed bats
emerging by the million from a cave in Texas or Borneo or if you are one who remembers with a heavy heart
pre-white nose syndrome underground hibernacula in eastern North America. Much of the time, though, the
difference between bats and no bats is very small though that small difference is an important one.

Imagine you are standing at dusk near a building with trees round about. In the stillness even the blackbirds
have gone quiet and then you see (or did you just imagine?) a tiny, flickering shadow drop down and away,
too fast for a leaf, a concentration of the darkness which condensed for a second then became one with the
surrounding darkness again.

This scenario was in my mind as I contemplated a female soprano pipistrelle which came into my care (left
photo below). She had come to me uninjured on June the 9th from the floor of a workshop in Old Woking,
obviously pregnant but only weighing 4g. She fluttered to the floor when I tried to get her to fly but she fed
well and her powers of flight improved. On the 15th I thought that by the next night she would be fit for
release and so, on the 16th, I picked her up only to see a little pink baby clinging to her. I waited until the next
night to see if she would fly with the baby attached but unfortunately she didn’t. I kept her in care with
another soprano mum (see below), leaving the raising of the baby entirely up to her. By the 23rd of July the
baby could fly. Mum was feeding really well and it was tempting to keep them for just a little bit longer but a
flickering in the darkness was what they were born to be so I wanted to give them their best shot. I was
confident that at least mum would be alright on release so with some trepidation, in the late afternoon, I
erected a home-made bat box (having failed to find a colony roost in the area) and put them both in it,
blocking the entrance. Early evening I returned and removed the blocking material. Next morning I went
back again and found the box empty and could only hope that maternal instinct would bring the youngster
through.

Soprano pipistrelles with four-day-old baby (left) and with newborn twins (right), photos Derek Smith

The other soprano pip mum was a cat victim passed on to me by Steve Bailey at the end of April. There was
damage to the right wing, with bone exposed and it looked as though if she survived she would be unlikely to
fly again and would be a long-term care bat. In fact her progress seemed to follow an up and down sine
curve. As summer went on she started to look pregnant. You may remember the photo on the first page of
the last newsletter where a bulge on a (different) bat’s side indicated a baby bat beneath its mother’s wing
membrane – well on June the 19th I glanced at her and could see a bulge on both sides. She had given birth to
twins! (I had a case of a soprano pipistrelle giving birth to twins in 2011 and I included articles on these and
on twins in bats generally in the September issue of the newsletter that year.) The twins grew more slowly



than the single baby mentioned above and I put the two mums with their three babies in a cage together
which I believe benefited all of them.

Mums and babies, 21/7/14, the twins and their mother are on the right, one
of them is at the top facing right, photo Derek Smith

In the photo above the health of mum and twins was at its peak. Sadly things went downhill from here. I was
away from 6th to 10th August and so my in care bats were looked after by another carer. During that time the
twins’ mother died for some reason (with no blame attached to the carer involved). Her damaged wing had
improved to a degree I had not thought possible and I had started to hope her ability to fly would prove good
enough to allow her return to the wild but that was not to be. Now about seven weeks old, the twins took
very small mealworms but only when they were in the hand and the mealworms were offered in forceps. They
never fed themselves from a bowl or even picked up a half eaten mealworm if they dropped it. By eight to
nine weeks old they were much smaller and less developed (regarding the proportions of the wing) than pips
of that age would normally be. The writing was on the wall and sadly they died within a couple of days of
each other.
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